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HE-that doth love, and love ami~s,
This World's delights before true Christian joy,
Hath made a Jewish choice :
The World an ancient murderer is!
Thousands of souls it hath and cloth destroy
With her enchanting voice,
He that hath made a sorry wedding
Between his soul and gold and hath preferred
False gain before the true,
Hath done what he condemns in reading ;
For he hath sold for money his dear Lord.
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IV.
NoNE of the points emphasized by Margoliouth
appear to me to furnish any sure evidence that H
is a retranslation 'out of a Syriac and a Persian
translation' (p. I9), and that this last was made
from G (p. zo). But perhaps there are circumstances which indicate positively that it is neither
probable nor possible that H is a retranslation
made from S and G. The following appear to me
to be such circumstances.
(a) Is it very likely that soon after the time at
which the last certain traces of the Hebrew
Ecclus. are found (i.e. in the tenth century, cf.
Cowley-N eubauer, p. xi) a retranslation of its
sayings into Hebrew should have been undertaken? Was the Jewish scholar who interested
himself in favour of a Hebrew form of Ben-Sira's
words quite unaware that not a few traces of the
Hebrew text of the book were still extant in
Jewish literature? Could he fail to cherish the
hope that a copy of the Hebrew Ecclus. would be
discovered in some land of the I ewish Diaspora ?
Is it likely that he would have sought so early to
restore the Hebrew Jorm of the sayings by retranslation? This is not rendered probable by the
circumstance that after the year I 5 I 6 Hebrew
forms of the Book of Tobit began to be issued.
For, to begin with, we have no guarantee that
there was a Hebrew original of Tobit. On the
contrary, Origen wrote to Sextus Julius Africanus

(cap. I3): 'A1r6 roil Twf3£a, 7rEpL o:U YJp.a<> ~XP~"

on

€yvwKlvat,
'Ef3pa~ot r<iJ Twf3£q. ov XPWIITat ov3~
rfi 'Iov3~0, oV3~ yd.p lxovcnv avra Ell .i7TOKpvcpot<;
€f3pa'ia-r{. In the second place, we do not at all

events meet with such late traces in the I ewish
literature of a Hebrew original of the Book of
Tobit as we do in the case of Ben-Sira.
Consequently a Jew might more readily conceive the
plan of reconstructing the Hebrew form of Tobit.
Thirdly, it is not certain (see Neubauer, Book of
Tobit, p. xiii) that the two Hebrew forms of the
Book· of Tobit which are now extant took their
rise as early as the supposed retranslation of
Ecclus. must be dated.
(b) Is it probable or possible that S and G were
the sources of H ?
In 40l6b both G (7rp6 7raJIT0<; xoprov) andS read,
'before every plant.' Is this the source of 'on
account of' (see above, za) or' before all rain'?
Further, 42ur. is not found in G, while in S it
reads, 'and amongst houses shall she (a young
maiden) not wander about.'
How could this
give rise to 'neither let it (the dwelling-place of a
young maiden) be a house (or room) looking upon
the entrances round about'? The same impossibility attaches to 42 15 c<I, where H conveys the
sentiment, 'Through the word of God (Gn 1 3, etc.)
arose only that which He pleased (Gn 1 31 ), and
him that does His pleasure He accepted,' as, e.g.,
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in the case of Enoch the very same verb np? is
does not appear to me to answer to the degree
used in the words 'for God took him' (Gn s24,
of heat of the sun. Perhaps it was occasioned ·by
Ecclus. 4 410).
the Ci1t:l, 'more than they,' for this is really taken by
The statement, 'the sun, when he goeth forth,
S from v. 4" into v. 4b, and reproduced by -..crt~
poureth out beams of light' (432a, see above, zm),
'beyond it (the furnace).' But, further, that Oi1t:l
is followed in H by the exclamation, ' How \Vonderis most probably an intra-Hebraic corruption of
ful are the works of Jahweh!' From its original , CIJ9, 'makes warm,' or c~~' 'brings to pass,' as is
sense of ' dreadful,' ~1)~ passed over to mean suggested by Schlatter (p. 43), who renders p::m.)
'wonderful' (Ps 45 5 l:i5 6 I 3914, etc. ; cf. Oxford Heb.
by 'Guss.' In any case the 'thrice,' although
Lex. p. 43 I h). Margoliouth's rendering 'how ev.en by Schlatter it is held to be correct, cannot
terrible' (p. I 6)is not the most probable, because have been the source of n?\t.!! which is read by H
i1t:ln in the foregoing stichos designates the.' light
in 43 4h with the marginal note m?t.!!. Further,
ray' (see above). But Margoliouth prefers the
n?\t.!! appears to me to deserve the preference,
idea which is expressed by G and S in 43 2b,
representing a return to the subject 'God,' who as
namely, 'a vessel '(or instrument) of wonder.' He
creator and ruler of the sun might readily be
does ~o because then the syntactical connexion
mentioned instead of the product of His hands,
between v. 2a and v. 2b is quite simple. But is this just as is the case in vv. 2h. 5ab. Ben-Sira, in my
a proper point of view from which to judge a
opinion, meant to say, 'Sending the sun, He. sets
description of the rise of the sun? To me the the mountains in a blaze.'
exclamation appears more natural, ' How wonderIn 43 8'1 G and S read 'shining in the firmament
ful are the works of the Lord ! ' But, granted that of heaven,' but H offers 'paving (less probably
the Syriac ll;a.!:.o2.? 1-J ~' 'vessel of wonder,' lay
'illuminating,' see abqve, zj) the firmament with
before the Hebrew retranslator, would the ex- her light.' Does not mi'i1!t:l contain an m instead
clamation, 'How wonderful,' etc., be explicable? of a b, just as '~t:l is read for 'J:l in 4o 28 a? On the
Would not the genitive which follows l.J~ have
mutual relation of m and b see my Syntax, § 330
m-p.
restrained the retranslator from thinking of the
46 1" reads in G, 8s iy~vEro Kara ro ovoJLa a-Drov,
word .~' 'what'?·. Has this word also the sense
and
in S, 'in order to bring by his hand,' but in
of the· adverb 'how'.?, Brockelmann mentions
H, 'who was formed that there might be in his
this sense. 'how ' only in connexion with the form
\a.!:D. ·Would not at least the Persian translation, days.' It is clear that H did not spring from
either of these two sources, and can there be any
which is supposed to have taken the place of G,
doubt that the expression ;.-oi\.J2.1, 'he was prehave prevented the retranslator from mistaking the
expression 'vessel or instrument'? The , other served,' which in v,lb gives no proper sense, rests
possibility, that H may here be the source of G upon a combination of i;;\~, 'was formed,' with
and S, is not taken into account by Margoliouth 1;;:1, 'he preserved' ?-In 46lf· the three texts agree
(p. r6 f.). But even if we do not suppose that the in reading, 'to give Israel his inheritance,' but S
has in addition, 'the land of promise,' reading, 'to
words ~i\~i1t:l were written with the so-called
scriptio continua, yet we claim to read the words i1t:l cause the children of Israel to take into possession
~i\~ in immediate consecution.
What do we the land of promise.' Which is the likelier, that
hear? man-nora. Was it impossible for the H dropped this explanatory addition or that S
Syriac mcma and the Greek O'K€UOS', ' vessel,' to inserted it?-The peculiar expression 'they as
originate in this way? For in the time of Ben- two' (O'~t.:':l) in v. 8a is derived neither from G (8vo~
ovns) nor from S ('in their isolation,' i.e. 'they
Sira's grandson the use of man, 'vessel,' was very
frequent (Ezr 514, etc., Dn 52f· 23 ), and who will alone'). But it has parallels in the Old Test.
guarantee that the translation of his grandson
(see my Syntax,§ 33~m: Nu 132sa, etc.).-In v. 13 d,.
remained always intact, and was not afterwards which is wanting in G, S has Wen:::>, the usual word
modified through comparison with other versions? for 'priest,' but H gives not the precisely corre~
434b begins in G and S with ' thrice,' and in
sponding term, )i1:l, 'priest,' but j•1:lt:l, 'ministering as
substantial agreement they say that the sun three a priest.' He meant to say, not that Samuel was a
times more than a furnace sets the mountains in priest in the ordinary sense, but only that he
a blaze. I confess that the expression 'thrice'
officiated occasionally as a priest. Did the 're1
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translator' introduce this fine distinction?-V.l5h
is wanting in S, and reads in G, 'and he (Samuel)
was known by his faithfulness as trustworthy in
regard to the prophetic vision' (Kal €yvw0"0TJ €v
'll"{O"TEt avrov 'll"tO"Td<; op6.0"EW<; ).
H has, 'and by
his word also he was verified (or confirmed) as
a shepherd.' This last word Ml/li originated,
in all probability, through an z"ntra - Hebraic
corruption of the text, from ilt-:li, 'seer.' But
is there any likelihood that the 'retranslator'
derived his text from G? On the other hand,
the language of H could very readily be interpreted by G in the way represented by the
reading of the latter.-In v. 200 , after the words,
'and lifted up his voice from the earth in prophecy,' which are common to all three texts, S
adds, 'to prepare an end for sins (or sinners, for
10""Lb-N, according to its pronunciation signifies
either 'sin' or 'sinner'), while the addition reads
in G, ' to blot out the wickedness of the people.'
Can it be pronounced in any way probable that a
retranslator, if he drew from S and G as his
sources, should have entirely left out the addition
just mentioned?
· 47 3h inS and G boasts of David that he played
with bears as with lambs, whereas H says that
David 'mocked at bears as at sons (z".e. offspring)
,of Bashan.' This expression, 'sons of Bashan,'
occurs nowhere else except in Dt 3214, where it
stands in apposition with l:l'~'t-:, 'rams.' These
last are poetically referred to also in the passage·
before us under the title, 'sons of Bashan.' It
appears to me easier to assume that 'sons of
Bashan' was paraphrased, with the support of the
parallel' kid' of v. 3a, by S and G, than that the
expression was introduced ·by a retranslator.
Margoliouth makes a very bold assumption when
he says (p. I7 ), 'Had it been in the real original,
either the Greek or Syriac must have shown a trace
of it.' For that S and G in their present shape
did not arise in complete incjependence of one
another is a very probable inference from the
'thrice' which both of them offer in 43 4h (see
above).-47nca reads in S, 'And He gave him a
throne of the kingship over Israel as king,' and
in G, 'and He gave him the covenant of
kings and a throne of glory in Israel.' By
the way, 8w0~KTJ f3aO"t'A.iwv means 'the. constitution or covenant which ensures to kings the
heredity of their rule.' To take 8ta0~KTJ as=
'Gesetz' (Schlatter, p. 83) is unsuitable in this
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context, which speaks of the dying David. The
words ofH are, '[And ga]ve him the constitution
of kingship, and established his throne over Jemsalem.' In any case, this. is no 'translation' from
Sand G.
In the last two chapters of Ecclus. I have noted
the following passages as testifying against the view
that H is derived from S and G.-48 16h reads in
G, 'but many multiplied sins,' while S has 'and
many of them added sins to sins.' Was it natural
in this case for a ' translator ' to select the expression, 'and many of them made wondrous (t".e.
extraordinarily great, lt-:'~Elil) their transgression'?
-In 48 17cl, a stz"chos wanting in S, G says, 'he
builded up water-holders (z".e. pools) for waters.'
The text of H, illj)Y-l l:l'iil l:ll0i1 1l cannot be derived
from this. Smend (p. 26) suggests l:l1Y-lil, 'the
waters,' as the original of l:l1ii1, 'mountains,' but he
does not tell us what the words would then signify.
For my part I would suggest that v,l7d is intended
as a contrast to v,17c; After the latter stichos has
stated that king Hezekiah hewed through rocks,
v,l7d adds, 'and-on the other hand-he stopped
up mountains as a place for collecting water.'
This might be simplified by G into the statement
quoted above.-The sentence, 'Then were their
hearts and their hands shaken,' as it runs in G at
4819a, would not have been rendered '[Then were]
they melted in the pride of their heart.' Th s
stichos is wanting in S.-The same remark holds
good of 496d, where G has, 'And he was sanctified
in the womb to be a prophet.' The nearest
equivalent for ~yt6.0"0TJ would have been 1&1j)), not
;~m. S has ' he became.' · So, too, lv JL~TP'f is
probably a simplification of the Hebrew idi~m
l:liliY-l, 'from the womb.'-According to G, 49 7h
would end with l/~)~, 'to plant,' which answers to
KaTarpwTeVew, the closing word of G in this stz"chos,
which in the Vetus Latina also ends with 'renobare.' But H, instead of closing with l/~)~, has
after this Tl/il~l ('and to make strong'), as CawleyNeubauer read, or :J'I&il~l ('and to restore'), as
Smend (p. 27) proposes.
There are thus not a few elements in H wliich
discountenance the attempt to derive this form of
Ecclus. from S and G.
(c) Another consideration which tells against the
proposed degradation of H is to be found in the
circumstance that its language as a rule yields a
good sense. This has been shown above by
several examples. But I would point, further, to
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46lcd, where S has, 'to bring through his hand
deliverance to His beloved,' and G 'who, according
to his name (i.e . .!J1~1i1 1 ), was great for the saving of
His elect,' but H says, 'who was formed that there
might be in His days a great salvation to His
chosen ones.' Even Margoliouth admits (p. 20
middle) that H 'restores the original once or
twice.' He gives no examples, but at all events
40 26 <1 belongs to this category, for the ilr.Jll, 'in her
possession, i.e. along with her,' might indeed have
been missed by G (£v a imp), but S could not have
given~ ('in company with her,' etc.) for i1:l
the literal equivalent of €v avr<t>, or for this last.
S must then have found ilr.Jll in the Hebrew Ecclus.,
and consequently the ilr.J.!J of H represents the
originaL
(d) With tolerable certainty it may be assumed
that the style of writing adopted in the archetype
of H was one in which the .final letters were not
employed. For instance, it would be far from
natural to say in 4 I 12a 'Fear for name.' Much
more probable is the expression, 'Fear for thy
name,' and S actually offers ~· But was not
also '::l ::Jr.J~ intended in H? Haplography of ::J
might readily occur, just as we have '1 p1n for
'1 li'ln in Ecclus. 42 2a, and the same phenomenon
is present in 42 25b 43 10· 26 (cf. also 'n, which is met
with in 41 13a instead of l:l"n, before 'r.J'). Further,
in 4o 27a was the meaning intended not, 'The fear
of God is blessed like Eden.' That is to say, ~as
not i1.:J"1:l~ ~1!1 intended, and not il.:J"1:l 1111, as
Cowley-Neubauer, Schlatter, and Smend read?
Even S has the participle 'blessed,' as I subsequently observed. But Eden is, in and by itself,
blessed.'---In the same way we may explain the
reading 1llltl J:l:l of 437a. Through dittography of
the r.J of 1l/1r.l arose r.J:l, and this word received the
form l:l:l when the final letters were introduced.
So likewise arose the unintelligible l:ll"lr.J1~ J:li1 1'm?
of 47 24b at a time when r.JI1r.l,~r.J r.Jn',i1) was written.
This factor contributed also to give birth to D',:l.:J~
J:ll1l~r.J of 48 6b, which sprang readily from r.J'1:l.:J~
r.Jl"llDr.Jr.J. But the final letters came into use long
befOre the eleventh century, the date to which
Margoliouth assigns the origin of H, the commencement of their employment reaching back till
c. roo B.c. (cf. Weir, A Short History of the Heb.
Text of 0. T., I 899, p. 46). Consequently H, seeing
that its text was in all probability written at first
without final letters, did not make its first appearance in the eleventh century A.D.

(e) What, finally, has the history of the Hebrew
language to say on the point in controversy?
To commence with a purely external phenomenon, H is not quite 'without traces of an older
orthography: cf. e.g. 1:')01~ (without 1), 43 21a; 111~r.J
(intended for the plural mi!{wiJth), 44 20a; m?r.J
( = mat8 khuth), 4 7uc; . oSl\1,.,, vJ1d; ,,.,ll~ ( = ne'zlr!:kha), v,I 4a. Alongside of these H has, to be
sure, many instances of the scriptio plena. But, in
the first place, the later portions even of the Old
Test. show a relatively frequent use of the vowel
letters. One may recall i11l:l.:J ( =. kebudda) Ezk 23 41,
Ps 45 14, or il.:Jlil (=hukka) Ps Io2 5, etc. Other
examples are given in my Lehrgebaude, ii. 347, and
by Driver in Cowley-Neubauer, p. xxxvi. And
will it be denied that the orthogqtphy of books
which did not belong to the Canon underwent
serious modification in the course of the reproduction of their text?
Would a later writer have selected a form of
such natural growth as ltlSll:l which replaces
l11?.!Jil:l in 46 160 ?
The nominal type l!ittul already obtains the
preference in the later books of the 0. T. See all
the instances in my Lehrgeb. ii. 151, 20I; e.g.
shi#z2y, 'watering' (Pr 38). To the same category
belongs nissuy, 'temptation,' ofEcclus. 44 20<~. The
same relation holds with the nominal type ta#il
which (cf. my Lehrgeb. ii. 153) appears in Pr zo 30
(.![ere), Est 815, I Ch 25 8. Hence I:J'?nn of Ecclus
4411a 46 12b 488b is no· mark of a later phase of
Hebrew.
The use of the pronominal suffix l:l- with a
feminine 'they' (4 710b) has not a few analogies in
·
the O.T. (see my Syntax,§ 14).
Likewise the choice of plural expressions, such
as mr.Jp~ 3930b, l:l'nr.J~ 4321b, l"ll~S!:i v.25a, 'r.JP~ 461",
m,lil 47sa, i:l'.!J1~' v.2ob (as in Gn 494), till\'~ 48ab,
'ilr.JI1 v. 14b, has strong roots in 0. T. usage ( S;·ntax,
§ 259a-262g); cf. 1'r.J1S~ 1 rti~~ Ecclus 66 according
to Saadya.
The genitive is indicated in quite normal fashion
by the status constructus, or by S (42 21d 456a. 25b).
We do not find the pronoun of anticipation
(Syntax, § 284a-e), as met with in Nu r 21, etc.,
although Ben-Sira, according to Talmudic tradition, wrote in 40 19 J:l,~ s~ \1"1!11, just as s~ l:li1 1 :l~
?~"1l\' 1 is read in the Hebrew Book of Tobit (ed.
Neubauer), p. I9, l. 21.-There are instances
where the accusative exponent 1"1~ is wanting ( cf.
11' 4 740 ), which was a mark of the earlier linguistic
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usage (Syntax, § 288a-c). On the other hand,
etc. All these phenomena, along with the passing
over of an imperf. consecut,, which is separated
'~l t!' 1 ~ 11~ of v. 5" has parallels in Ex 289a, etc.
(§ 288h). But nowhere is the accusative indicated from its 'and,' into the perfect (47 18d 48 2b), are to
be found also in the O.T. (Syntax, § 368q, r,
by ~ as in Tobit, p. 24, 1. Io.
The preference for anarthrous terms is as great
3 7od, e, l~s ).
But it is a question whether the
as in the poetical books of the 0. T. (§ 292a-l); tempora· consecuft'va, as exhibited in H, would have
been employed by a retranslator of the eleventh
e.g. we find ri~~ in 40lla (cf. § 292a), l/t!'i in
4o 1 ~a.l 5 ab, and i~, 'foe,' in 46l8a, by which the whole
century. For while, to be sure, the imperf. concategory is designated (§ 292f), i:lll in 46 13f. 47 23<1 secut. especially occurs not infrequently in writings
of this period, and above all such usual forms as
(i:llln 48 15a, cf. § 292g); i:l, in 43 27 b (§ 294b); ~lJ
y)p in 47 4" owing to the frequency of this expresi~~'l, etc., yet even i~~l is to be read in Mz'bchar
ha.peninzm, fol. 2 b, etc., and in the Book of Tobit
sion (§ 2 94f, g) ; also after ~.:I in ,l:l.:l ?.::~ in 4o 27b,
and in standing expressions like it!':! ~::l in 3919a (ed. Neubauer) one notes the use with a past
4 I4a 4418b. 23g 4812f., and in IJ1 ~::l in 40l<I 4 2ld. 8<I sense of IJ1.:J~i1l, p. q, l. IS, •n~ipl, etc., I83· 6. 8.18
43 25 b 45 16a 46 19• (cf. § 294f, Anmerk.), whereas in
19 1. 16 20 ur. 15-17. 19 21 4-6. n-15, etc., e.g. 27 9f. 29 15
24
3017
3312 . The avoiding of the perf. consecut. is
48 a instead of J11iJ1~ certainly ·~n (ra ~axara) was ,
specially striking in Tob 254f. 14f. 2616 2816 30 2 ~.
intended. The expression ri~i1 ~~. which, accordThe asyndetic relative clause, which in Arabic
ing to _Gen. rabba viii. might be suggested for 38\
gr'ammars is called ~ija (cf. my Syntax,§ 38oc),
is uncertain. Would even a retranslator in the
shows itself frequently, as in i,i'£l' 11lJ, 'the time
eleventh century have possessed in such a high
degree the disposition to a poetical avoidance of (when) they are required,' etc., 39 30d 4olla 42 1a
43soa 48 5a. Sila (Syntax, § 38oh), as exhibited in
the article? This question cannot be answered with
it!'~ i:lli''i1 (Cawley-Neubauer, p. xxvii, No. LIX.),
certainty in the affirmative, in the light, for instance,
is not found in H. As the relative in subject
of the poem which is entitled Mz'bchar ha.penz'n~m,
and which is ascribed to Sal. ibn Gabirol, a poet of clauses the only form used is it!'~: 44 20a 45 23• 24•
4 713c 49lOc. How could the supposed retranslator
the eleventh century (ed. I739), cf. ri~i1, etc., fol.
4ab.
have known that Ben-Sira did not use also t!'? This
The article in n?~~i1 0 1 ~0 11i~P (49lb, cf. i::tl
t!' is quite common in J}fibchar ha.penz'nzm, fo!.
l/li1, 54 21 11, according to Cha~ga I6a, 3ob) has its
2ab, 3ab, etc., and is found in Tobit, p. I 75, etc.,
r821 204 2Il0 226.17.21 254.21, etc.
analogies in Lv 2410, etc. (Syntax, § 334n-q).
The position of the attribute in ,l:l::l :li (442a,
In the eleventh century would fru 1, ' God '
cf. n~~ .:li, I3 11 b, according to Saadya) was already (4o26c 4519a 466c1. lOb 4 7Ha), have been rendered
making its way into the O.T. (cf. Jer I616, etc., in not by the precisely corresponding ~~. but by
Syntax, § 334K). But Ecclus. does not exhibit jahweh ("')?
the prefixed ill, as we find it in ili1:li1 ill, etc., in
'Isaiah' is rarely in the post-biblical period
Tob 281\ Ibn Ezra's Rez'me und Gedti:hte _( ed.
designated by the longer form li1 1J]t!'\ I have found
Rosin, 1891) iv. I7·
this form in Dil;d#e ha-te'amzm (§ 7o4), and, for
Instances of the casus pendens, such as we find the sake of the rhyme, it occurs also in Ibn Ezra's
in 39 29 4o 29ab 4611<~, are not rare in the O.T.
Reime, etc. xiii. 4.; Seder o. z. (ed. Meyer) 104.
(Syntax, § 34oc, 34rg). The following i:l~.:l of Usually the shorter form i1 1lJt!'1 is written, e.g. in
3916a· 33a is found in Nu 16 3, etc. (§ 34ok).
Baba bathra 14b; Sopher'im, viii. § 2 ; Seder o. [5.,
The imperf. consecuft'vum occurs in ~~l, etc.,
ros f.; Ibn Ezra (!.c.) xiv. r. But the longer
4323b 44 9b. 23cdf. 452b. 3bcd, 5abc 465c. 9a 4 74b, etc., 22e forms of such names are employed without ex48 17°.
On the other hand, the perf. copulat- ception in H: li1 1~~ 48 4a, li1 1Ptn' v.mr., li11lJC!'' v.20c1,
ivum (i.e. we(<a(al) with past sense is found in
lil't!'~l 491a, li1'~i' V. 6c.
•m)lJI1i1l, etc., 39 32b 44 2b. l6a. 20b (in 4 31a lJIY-~I!Jill is
The linguistic character of H then by no means
a mistake for lJ~lt!'i1) 48lla. 12 <~.- The perf. consecut- demands that we should date this form of Ecclus.
ivum occurs in 11"i1l, 42lc. 8c. lld (cf. i111i~~l, 55,
in the post-biblical period. On the contrary,
according to Saadya). The, avoiding of perf.
many of the characteristic features of H, such, for
coJtsecut., as exhibited by 1£li11l t!!l'ill of 39 23, meets
instance, as the way of expressing the genitive,
us also in the O.T. in parallel clauses, e.g. JobiS2\
the marked avoidance of the article, and the
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exclusive use of itt'~, etc., render it extremely probable that it does not date from this period.
By the way, the proverbs which are found in
the later Jewish literature and run parallel with
sentences from Ecclus 3915_49i1 nowhere show
complete agreement with G and S (cf. 39 25
4019· 25 · 29 429. 10).
The . difference is probably
due to two causes. On-the one hand, the Hebrew
form of Ben-Sira's sayings might easily undergo
change in the course of oral tradition, and on the
other hand the translations might give a new form
to the sayings through contraction of synonymous
clauses (e.g. in 429· 10). :J;Ience the difference between the form of Jewish citations and that
present in the words ·of H can prove nothing
against the originality of the latter.
5· But even if Margoliouth's theory were better
supported than appears to me to be the case, there
would be no occasion for using this theory as the
basis of an attack upon Old Testament critics.
For in so far as the judgments of these have been
methodically arrived at, they rest upon the combination of formal and material arguments. Margoliouth ought not to have forgotten this in
speaking as he does (p. 20) about the partition of
the Book of Isaiah. Is he not aware that the
distinction of a Deutero-Isaiah is based as much
upon the character of the contents of chaps. 40-66
as upon the lingU:istic peculiarities of these
chapters? The partition of the Book of Isaiah
would thus stand good even if the linguistic argument against the unity of the book that has come
down to us (as presented e.g. in Driver'shztroduction,
or in my own Einleitung) could be proved to be
incorrect. For my part I can contemplate with
perfect equanimity every attempt to offer such
proof.
At all events, I can discover no such proof in
Margoliouth's pamphlet. For I consider that I
have shown that he has assigned no sufficient

ground for his view that H is a retranslation of
Ecclesiasticus. But even if he had succeeded in
doing so, a number of Hebraists would have fallen
into a mistake only in a very exceptional case.
For if H contained a retranslation of Ecclus., this
version would date from a period when the
Hebrew language had no longer a natural life.
Now, authors who write at a period when a language
has only an artificial existence, may, through
imitating earlier models, succeed in a way in
concealing the linguistic character of their own
era. I do not mean that the attempted imitation
perfectly succeeds, 1 but in a certain measure this
may happen. Hence many Hebraists, if they had
erred in dating H, would have erred under vc:;ry
exceptional circumstances, and this error would
not prove the falsity of the judgments which have
been passed regarding the linguistic stage repre·
sen ted by 0. T. books which were written during
the period of the natural life of the Hebrew
language.
P.S.-On p. sr6, line 21 (August number),
~Cl!:l ought to be ~::Ja.::J.
1 The translation of the Book of Tobit, which it is
natural to compare with H of Ecdus., exhibits the following
linguistic phenomena: lll~, 'we,' 3418 (the prevailing term
for 'we' in New Hebrew); nl'Nt:l, 'ex quo,' 265 (cf. mo •:.,
Jon r 8, etc.); 1~1Jm, 244; N!:l1m, 3220 i 1\11'S, 2221; JI1'S, 267;
n:<!:l1S, 23 4 ; l'P'lt:l, 2216 ; j'J"n, 3418 ; rm1, 1. 22; poy Sy and
S•JI\IJ, 'on account of,' 21 12 29 12• 21 ; SJN, 'but,' 29', Mibcha,ha-pen. fol. 2b, 5b ; 1\1 01p and 1\1 D1!:l, 'before,' .229 289 29 2 ;
1\1~, 'when,' 3017 ;-"lJI stat. const. plur., 23 17 ; O'Dl, 35 1 ;
~D~ 1n1N, 26 22 , i.e. the emphasizing 1n1N (Syntax,§ 41, 340 p);
oS1y, 'world,' 2222 28 9 ; the Divine title, ;,J "p11, 1818
19'9 24" 2615 33 20 , and one meets even with D1pt:l11 for
'God,' 2918.-ln Mibchar ha-pen. fol. 4b, we read 1\1 ,,~,
'that' (damit), and in a 'non-metrical' poem of Hai Gaon
(Dukes, Ehrensiiulett und Denksteine, p. 7, g6 ff.) we find
0110 for 011v, line roo (cf. 1~\:1, 'these,' in Ibn Ezra's Reime,
etc., iv. 15); infin. Jw•S, 1. 72, and JnnS, 11. r66, 170; •.,n
for ;,•;,n, 11. 5, II, 40, 64, I rr, 124; •;,• for ;,•;,•, I. 40, cf.
66, u6, go; 1\1, 11. II3, 123, 174; !S:<~, 'as if,' ll. 32, 62,
simply=' like.' iu 11. 40, 83 ; SJS, 'lest,' I. 104 f.
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